
Beynəlxalq Münasibətlər (BM) qrupları üçün 

İngilis dilindən imtahan sualları 

 

1. Give the English for:  

полное наименование (tam adı); административные здания (inzibati binalar); 

финансовый и коммерческий центр (maliyə və komersiya mərləzi); 

правительственные учреждения (hökümət binaları); изобиловать контрастами 

(konrastla dolu olmaq).  

2. Replace the Russian (Azerbaijani) words by suitable English 

equivalents. 

I was born in a small town in the north of England. There is a big castle in the 

center of the town and  

(несколько/bir neçə) fine old churches. Here most of the streets are dark and 

(узкие/ensiz); the 

houses are on both sides of the streets and they are not much (отличаются от 

/birbirindən  fərqlənirlər) 

each other. In the suburbs the houses are bigger and newer, with (всеми 

удобствами/  butun şəraiti ilə). 

3. Translate into English : 

a) Столица Великобритании – Лондон.  Лондон один из крупнейших городов 

мира.  Его население -  более 8 миллионов. Лондон расположен на берегу 

Темзы. Над Темзой – 14 мостов.  

b) Böyük Britaniyanın paytaxtı – Londondur.  London dünyanın ən böyük 

şəhərlərindən biridir. Onun əhalisi -8 milliondan çoxdur. O Temza sahilində 

yerləşir. Temzanın  üstündən 14 körpü keçir. 

4. Replace the Russian words and phrases by suitable English equivalents: 

The town itself is a (тихое/sakit) place now, with  very few people in the streets 

during the day and very  

(небольшое уличное движение/az nəqliyyat). But there was a time 

(несколько/bir neçə) hundred years ago when the town was quite 



(знаменитым/məşhur) (действительно/bu həqiqətdir ki) it has a long and 

interesting history.  

5. Translate into Russian  (Azerbaijani)  

The island of Ivona is situated to the west of Scotland .Ivona is a very small island 

.In fact, it is the smallest islands in the Atlantic.  The population of the island is not 

large. There are not very many people there.Life on  the island is very different 

from life in town.The houses have no modern conveniences .There is no electricity 

for electric lights and no running water. 

6. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word. 

Description; to discuss ;discussion 

a) In those days we often went to the small cafe across the street for a cup of 

tea and a short .... of the latest book or film. 

b) My sister looked into he room and said she had a few things to.....with me. 

c) If I remember right the book  begins with a .....of the author’s home town. 

 

7. Replace the Russian (Azerbaijani) words by suitable English 

equivalents. 

I often go there to (просматривать/nəzərdən keçirtmək)  new books (в самом 

деле/əslində) there is nothing I like better than to look through the 

(различные/müxtəlif) books on the shelves .When I go to Mr. Sellyer’s shop I 

usually (провожу/yola salıram) there for (несколько  часов/bir neçə saat ). 

8. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word. Use the correct form. 

     To live; favorite ; watch ;except; describe 

a) “How was the film? “  “Oh, I loved it. All my ….  actors are in it” 

b) That afternoon he…. the office later than usual. He had work to do. 

c) The old man stopped at the busy street corner to…. the holiday crowds. 

d) The museum is open all days of the week… Tuesday. 

e) I know the man well enough, you needn’t …. him to me. 

9. Use “enough” before or after the underlined words. 

a)There  is  time.   b) He hasn’t got  money to buy a radio set yet. c) Read the book 

,it is interesting.  d) I don’t know him well.  e) There are books for everybody. 



10. Fill in the blanks with “surprised” or “surprising”. 

a) When we came in she gave us a ….. look. 

b) The story had a most …… end. 

c) If his assistant was …… at the question, he never showed it. 

d) To tell you the truth, we were a bit …. to hear  him say that he could do without 

any help. 

e) There’s really nothing …… about the incident; it’s what everybody expected to 

happen. 

11. Right the text in the 3
rd

 person singular. 

On a week day I have a cup of coffee a half past eight. I am seldom up before eight 

( I don’t like to get  up early ), go to the village ,buy bread and other things there 

,come home ,look through papers, answer letters .After lunch I go for a walk ,then 

I come home and do some gardening till it’s time to have my bath. At 7 I have my 

supper and then I read and watch television. 

12. Fill in the blanks with articles where necessary. 

- Weather is- most important topic in Britain. On - continent if you want to 

describe someone as  – very dull  person, you remark: “ He will only discuss  - 

weather with you”. In Britain this is – topic which is always interesting for – 

English. 

13. Translate the passage. 

Nobody likes staying at home on a holiday-especially if he weather is fine. Last 

August the Browns went to the country. The only difficulty was that millions of 

other people also went to the country on that day. They moved out of the city 

slowly. After some time they came to a quiet country road and stopped there. They 

sat down in the gross at the foot of a hill. 

14. Fill in the blanks with a suitable words: 

Awful, truth, change, dull. 

a) The  traffic lights ….from green to red and all cars stop.  

b) That was an …. thing to do ! Go and say you’re sorry. 



c) Some people say that Dickens id too … for the modern reader, but nothing can 

be farther from the …. 

15. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word: 

     To happen, way, to push, to last, arrangement. 

a) What’s the quickest …… to learn a foreign language?  

b) He’s never been late before. I wonder what’s … to him. 

c) How much longer is this wet weather going to…. 

d) The car had again stopped in the middle of the street. We all got out and 

started ….. 

e) After the children had gone to bed we stayed up to discuss the ….for the 

New Year’s party. 

 

16. Replace the Russian/Azerbaijani words and phrases by suitable English 

equivalents. 

I don’t (действительно/ həqiqətən) know what’s the (дело /nə olub) with me, but 

it is clear that a lot of things are different lately.  I never (раньше/əvəllər) wore 

glasses .But now if I want (узнать/bilmək) what (происходит/ baş verir) in the 

world I must wear them. 

17. Translate into Russian (Azerbaijani) . 

As the weather changes so often, it is of course quite important. It plays a big part 

in lives of the British people. Every daily newspaper publishes a weather forecast. 

Both the radio and the television give the weather forecast several times each day. 

18. Paraphrase using adverbs or adjectives according to the model: 

It is quite safe to discuss the question with him. You can discuss the question 

safely with him. 

a) She has a very good ear for music and a beautiful voice. 

b) When he woke up there was a heavy snowball. 

c) Her English is very nice. 

d) She was quick in giving answers to my questions. 

e) He was tired after a day of hard work. 

 

19. Fill in the blanks with “excited” or “exciting”.  



a)  The telephone rang.  An …..voice asked me If I already knew about he changes. 

b) It’s a very usual kind of play. There’s really nothing ….. about it. 

c) She gave an …… little laugh. 

d)  What …..  news! What’s happened? What is everybody so ….. about? 

20.  Paraphrase the following sentences so as to use a complex object after 

the verbs in brackets. 

a) He will come by an early train (to expect)  

b) She loses so much time in talking (not to want) 

c) It’s a dangerous kind of sport (to know)  

d) You must teach him a lesson (to advise) 

e) It’s good advise (to believe) 

21.  

 

22 Translate the word combinations. 

To stiffen one’s stance, to urge somebody to do something, to iron out differences . 

B) Fill in the blanks : 

Indian and Palestinian diplomats held two-hour talks , their  first in three years , to try 

….. on the subcontinent  ( to take office; to reduce tension; to set on agenda)  

C) Choose the correct pair of antonyms . 

To attend talks –to hold talks 

To cancel talks- to suspend talks  

To pull out of talks –to hold talks 

D) Choose synonym to the underlined word. 

Negotiations broke off: The Palestinians suspended security cooperation with Israel.     

(to cut;  to revive;  to postpone)  

E) Translate the sentence. 

It was a very old house and lots of things about it needed immediate attention. 

 

23.  A) Translate the following word combinations. 



To set up peace talks; to reach agreement; to resolve differences  

 

B) Fill in the blank. 

Palestinian and Israeli …. met yesterday in an amiable atmosphere for talks.  

(dispute; agenda; envoys) 

C) Choose the logical ending. 

Parliament in the UK consist of two chambers: The house of Commons and  …..  (the 

ruling party; the Prime Minister; the House of Lords) 

D) Choose the pair of synonyms 

To gain- to support 

General-special 

To consist-to include 

E) He was searching his pockets for the note. 

24.  A) Translate the following word combinations. 

To pull out of talks; preliminary talks; to iron out differences. 

B) Fill in the blank  

The US defense secretary said yesterday that the US had….with Germany’s center-left 

government over NATO’s nuclear strategy.   (troops; counterpart;  ironed out differences)  

C) Replace the words with their English equivalents. 

India and China promised not to attack each other and (достигли соглашения/ raziliq 

elde etdiler)  

D)  Give the logical ending. 

Mr. Shen described the discussions as “very friendly” and said the countries mutual 

interests far outweighed their ….  ( troops; differences; stability) 

E) Translate the sentence. 

At dinner she told me the story of the morning when the theory of relativity first came to 

his mind. 

25. A) Translate the following word combination. 

To be on the verge of collapse; to revive talks; to restore peace 

B)  Fill in the blank 

Foreign Minister of India said he could not say how long ….would take. (envoys; 

negotiations; intermediary). 



C) Give synonym of the underlined word.      

Leaders of Japan and China will attend Malaysian gathering   (participate in; pull out; 

withdraw)   

D) Give the logical ending. 

Malaysian gathering will be the first time so many East Asian leaders meet without  ….  

(Western Participation; level; country) 

E) Translate the sentence. 

We’ve arranged to meet Saturday night at Jack’s place. 

 

26. A) Translate the following word combinations . 

     To cut formal ties ; to open an embassy; to recognize independence. 

B) Fill in the blank. 

South Africa was the largest diplomatic ….. of Taiwan. ( stance; ally; ambassador). 

C) Choose synonym of the underlined word.  

Two countries settled a decades –old border dispute and signed agreement. ( invaded; 

solved; resumed) 

D) Choose the logical ending. 

The atmosphere was  “comprehensive and relaxed” , according to an Israeli  

….. ( pullback; official; support).  

E) Translate the sentence. 

     In a personal matter of this kind  it’s often difficult to take a decision. 

27.  A) Translate the following word combinations 

To make concessions ; settlement ; to strike a peace on  agreement.  

B) Fill in the blank :  

Years  of  intense diplomatic activity by Britain’s  special . . . have brought the two sides 

together. (framework; envoy ; deadline) 

C) Choose antonym of the underlined word 

Mrs. Albright’s intervention will be seen as lending US weight to so far fruitless 

mediation by European ministers (bilateral, mutual, fruitful)  

D) Choose the logical ending : 

The other day my neighbor came to me with a . . . (arrival ; strange story ; open eyes)  

E) Translate the sentence  :  



She telephoned to say that as she was moving to another part of the town, she would be 

also changing her place of work.  

 

28. A) Translate the following word combinations : 

Hostilities ; to cut formal ties ; to recognize the independence.  

B) Choose the logical ending.  

The government has not yet received the restoration of ... (secretaries ; counter parts; 

diplomatic relations)  

C) Choose antonym of the underlined word :  

To re-establish  traditional pre-war links is the next major Argentinian objective. (to-

restore; to severe ; to show)  

D) Translate the sentence:  

As soon as the entered the house she caught the smell of fried bacon and eggs coming 

from the kitchen.  

E) Fill in the blank. Use the correct form.  

When she found out what part he had played in the whole story she . . . not to see him 

any more (to decide; decision; to catch)  

29. A)  Translate the following word combinations.  

To hold a regular summit; unilateral talks ; site of talks. 

 B) Fill in the blank:  

 The US had ... with Germany’s center - left government over NATO’S nuclear strategy. 

(settled; ironed out differences ; implemented)  

C) Choose synonym of the underlined word.  

Agreement to restart talks was reached during a summit between two states. (accord; 

stalemate ; withdrawal)  

D) Choose the logical ending.  

I like only some kinds of poetry. For me to enjoy it, a poem must be either realistic or … 

(dull; responsible; humorous)  

E) Translate the sentence:  

It was difficult to say what was in his mind and what he would next.  

 

30. A) Translate the following word combinations :  



To be at an impasse; to make concessions; to achieve a breakthrough)  

B) Fill in the blank.  

Indonesia and Australia are taking steps to ease  . . . , a move that would help reduce 

chances of a serious armed conflict. (peace; bilateral tension ; schedule) 

C) Choose synonym of the underlined word.  

“The atmosphere was amiable and we are very hopeful” said the president.  ( hostile; 

friendly; preliminary.) 

D) Translate the sentence: 

The little boy was in the river before anybody understood what had happened.  

E) Choose the logical ending. 

The car had again stopped in the middle of the street. We all got out and started . . . (to 

hope; to decide; to push)  

31. A) Translate the following word combinations.  

To attend talks; to set an agenda for a visit ; unilateral talks.  

B) Fill in the blanks. 

President Obama’s Mideast . . . failed to resolve an unexpected dispute between Israel 

and the Palestinians. (contact; envoy ; differences) 

C) Choose the synonym of  the underlined word:  

One of the young fellows used to get a lot of letters. (guy; envoy; mediator.) 

D) Choose the logical ending.  

President Mandela announced that South Africa would sever . . . (atmosphere; diplomatic 

relations; big-powers.)  

E) Translate the sentence. 

At last Adams felt he couldn’t stand it any longer and made up his mind to talk the matter 

over with Brawn.  

 32. A) Translate the following word combinations. 

To recognize the independence; peace-keeping, to cut formal ties. 

B) Fill in the blanks. 

For Pakistan, Kashmir remains . . . but India is hoping for progress on trade and 

economic cooperation. ( the main issue; bilateral talks; amiable atmosphere)  

C) Choose the logical ending. 



A lot of mail had come that morning, it meant she would have to work late, till four in the 

afternoon . . . (at night; at least; by mail) 

D) Choose the synonym of the underlined word. 

The farm is a long way off. (close; reach; far)  

E) Translate the sentence:  

I always find it difficult to make myself  agree to something that is against my principles. 

33. . A) Translate the following word combinations :  

To revise talks; to restore peace; to break the deadline. 

B) Full in the blank.  

The Catholics would . . . from the Prime Minister of Ireland, white Protenstants look to 

Mr. Blair to argue for them. (seek support; loose hope; resume talks) 

C) Choose synonym of the underlined word.  

Palestinian and Israeli mediators met yesterday to set an agenda for talks. (agreements; 

disputes; negotiations) 

D) Choose the logical ending.  

As the light came on, she stepped back and . . . (refused; cried out; turned on the light) 

E) Translate the sentence:  

They had a bit of an argument, but Brown stood on his rights and refused to say anything 

about the letter that he had bought.  

34. A) Translate the following word combinations: 

To set an agenda for talks; to accelerate talks; slow-moving negotiations 

B) Choose the logical ending. 

     Weeks of unrest that erupted into violence led the government ….. 

     (to three-day visit; to impose state of emergency; to cut mutual relations) 

C)   Fill in the blank. 

     The effort by the United States , China and the two Koreas … aimed  

      at formally ending the Korean War broke off, ( issues; withdrawal; 

      to set up peace talks). 

D) Choose synonym  of the underlined word. 

The rivals restarted talks that collapsed in January. ( pull out of talks; resumed  talks; 

withdraw)  

E) Translate the sentence.  



    He didn’t know yet when was the girl’s birthday but he still hoped to find out. 

35. a)Translate the following word combinations 

      To lay down arms:  under the accord;  to observe truce 

b) Complete the sentence  

Sudden progress in talks is… 

      c) Choose the synonym to the underlined word 

The bull stopped and that was his trouble (issue; problem; matter) 

d) Fill in the blank with a suitable word. Use the correct form. 

Our plans are not definite  at all. Nothing has been…yet (to recognize; to 

avoid; to settle) 

        e) Translate the sentence  

There has been no substantial movement toward a settlement of the conflict 

36.  Translate the following word combinations 

To avert a Battle; 

Peacekeeping force; 

Relief operation/aid 

a)  Complete the sentence 

Someone who opposes or fights against people in authority is…. 

 

b) Choose the synonym to the underlined word. 

The  signing of this accord will take place on Sunday. (signature; treaty; 

peace;) 

 

d)Replace the word in brackets with its English equivalent. 

(мирные переговоры; sülh danışıqları)  between Serbian officials and 

separatist  Kososo Ablanians began here these weekend amid vivid 

reminders of war. 

 

e)Fill in the blank 

He was …….. in his decision to have his own way in the matter (ugly; harm; 

firm;) 

37.  a)Translate the following word combinations. 

To undermine negotiations; to dismiss; to tackle issues. 

b)Complete the sentence. 

A negotiating position is … 

c)Fill in the blank with a suitable word. 



It was a perfectly … joke, and it’s your own fault if you don’t see the funny side of 

things. (straight, harmless, firm). 

d) Give the logical ending. 

Kosovo Liberation  Army would not hold negotiations until Serbia … 

(through mediators; withdraw troops; bloodshed). 

e) Translate the sentence. 

We like the same books but for different reasons. 

 

38. a) Translate the following word combinations. 

To pave the way; bilateral ties; guerilla war. 

b) Fill in the blank with a suitable word. 

She couldn’t have gone to the South against the doctor’s advice; the heat did her 

more … than good.  

(reason; harm; firm). 

c) Choose the right translation of the underlined expression. 

Ziang Zemin and Boris Yeltsin, meeting in an amiable atmosphere, settled a 

decades-old border dispute. 

(в сердечной атмосфере; в сложной атмосфере; в напряженной атмосфере); 

(səmimi atmosferdə; mürəkkəb atmosferdə; gərgin atmosferdə). 

d) Choose the logical ending. 

The agreement is widely sun in the west as a milestone in the search for a Balkan 

… ( violations; paece settlement; military offensive). 

e) Complete the sentence. 

Someone who is sent to another country as an official representative is … 

 

39. a) Translate the following word combinations. 

To strike a peace deal; civil war; to wage a guerilla war. 

b) Fill in the blank with a suitable word. 



I should warn you he’s not that easy … at chess. (to ruin; to beat; to recognize). 

c) Complete the sentence. 

The disagreements that people have are … 

d) Choose synonym to the underlined word. 

Our basketball players beat all the other teams. (win, settle, fail).  

e) Translate the sentence. 

He was firm in his decision. 

40. Translate the following word combinations: peace accord, fierce fightning, 

faction leaders 

b) Fill in the blank with a suitable word.  

Secretary of State Madeleine Albright will meet with Israeli and Syrian…..at a UN 

session in New York 

(disagreements, counterparts, disputes) 

c) Complete the sentence.  

Someone from a third party who helps opposing parties to settle their differences 

is…. 

d) Choose the synonym to the underlined word.  

Prezident Clintons Mideast  envoy failed to resolve an unexpected dispute.  

( to settle; to conduct; to charge) 

e) Translate the sentence  

She said she was tired and wanted to be left alone.  

41. Translate the following word combinations: under the auspices; to avert a 

battle; hostilities 

a) Fill in the blank with a suitable word 



Another  mistake like this may…his career at the laboratory. (to beat; to ruin;to 

settle) 

b) Complete the sentence 

Sudden progress in talks is….. 

c) Choose antonym to the underlined word. 

There has benn no substantial movement toward a settlement of the conflict. 

(slight, important, great) 

d) Translate the sentence. 

When speaking of the incident he was careful not to mention any names. 

42. Translate the following word combinations. 

Stumbling block; ceasefire agreement; to sign an accord. 

b)Fill in the blank with a suitable word  

Serbia will withdraw troops from the province and…all Albanian prisoners.(to fail; 

to liberate; to resolve) 

c)Complete the sentence 

Someone who has the same job as someone else in a different place is….. 

d)Choose the antonym to the underlined word. 

A decades-old border dispute was settled .(differences; accord; quarrel) 

e)Translate the sentence 

What’s the hurry? Everything will come in its proper time 

43. a)Translate the following word combinations 

To restore an order; to lay down conditions; to be in office 

b) Fill in the blank with a suitable word; 



Revolutonary United front held talks with Foreign Ministry officials from Ivory 

Coast in an attempt to make last-minute changes to a…drawn up in May(peace 

deal; threat; negotiatons) 

c) Choose the synonym to the underlined word 

They discuss a plan to bring about national reconciliation.(hostility;treaty; truce ) 

d) Choose the logical ending 

When he fell he struck his head against something….(beautiful; hard;strike) 

e) Translate the sentence  

He had even white teeth, a straight nose, long lashes and blue eyes. 

44. a) Translate the following word combinations  

Peacekeeping force; to reach agreements; to make concessions 

 b) Fill  in the blank with a suitable word 

They met in an…atmosphere(ironed;amiable;foreign) 

c) Choose the synonym to the underlined word 

As far as I can see, the only trouble with you is that it always  takes you years to 

make up your mind (issue; problem;point) 

d) Complete the sentence 

 Someone from a third party, who helps opposing parties to settle their difference 

is….. 

e|) Translate the sentence 

She was extremely touched that he had been chosen to open the conference.  

45. a)Translate the following word combinations 

To pave the way; opposition forces; violation of ceasefire 



b)Fill  in the blank with a suitable word 

International aid agencies estimate that up to 300 people, mostly…have been 

killed in less than a week fighting (property;issues;civilians) 

c)Choose the logical ending 

She said she was tired and wanted to be left……(herself;alone;harmful) 

d)Replace the words in brackets with their English equivalents  

More than 200 French deputies urged (вывести войска; qoşunlari cixartmaq) 

from Tibet. 

e) Translate the sentence 

I’m not much good at driving yet, I just got my driver’s license  

46. a)Translate the following word combinations: 

 to broker; peace settlement; devastating war. 

b) Fill in the blank with a suitable word. 

In Jakarta, the Australian … to Indonesia said that his government clearly wanted 

to mend ties with Indonesia. (minister; ambassador; reaction). 

a) Choose the synonym to the underlined word 

It’s impossible to keep all these facts in the head, I must make some notes. 

(to put something; to postpone;  to keep records)  

d)Choose the logical ending 

Why take his words seriously? I am sure he said it all for… (game; fun; sure). 

e) Translate the sentence. 

I am not sure I’ll ever get used to his strange ways. 

47. a) Translate the following word combinations:  

relief aid; reunification; to undermine negotiations. 

b) Fill in the blank with a suitable word:  

Life among the strangers was something she couldn’t quite … 



to herself, she had never get spent a day away from home. (to sound; to remind; to 

imagine). 

c) Choose the synonym to the underlined word 

When we heard that the circus was on its way we ran all round the town in 

excitement.(anxiety; trouble; imagination”) 

d)Choose the ending: 

Serbian deputy prime minister Ratko Markovic insisted last week that his 

government would not talk, even … (by calling; reconciliation; through 

mediators). 

e) Translate the sentence. 

The experiment had failed and he was doing his best to hide his disappointment. 

48. Translate the following word combinations: under the auspices; to avert a 

battle; hostilities 

e) Fill in the blank with a suitable word 

Another  mistake like this may…his career at the laboratory. (to beat; to ruin;to 

settle) 

f) Complete the sentence 

Sudden progress in talks is….. 

g) Choose antonym to the underlined word. 

There has benn no substantial movement toward a settlement of the conflict. 

(slight, important, great) 

h) Translate the sentence. 

When speaking of the incident he was careful not to mention any names. 

 

49.  a) Translate the following word combinations. 

Executive bodies; peace settlement; to lay down arms. 



b) Complete the sentence. 

A social or political situation in which people protest and tend to behave violently 

is … 

c) Fill in the blank with a suitable word: 

She was easy to … she had changed very little since I saw her last. 

(to recognize; to settle; harmless). 

d) Choose synonym to the underlined word. 

International aid aid agencies estimate that up to 300 people, mostly civilians, have 

been killed.  

(assistance, assist, property). 

e) Translate the sentence. 

The newspaper said Albright will keep the statements unpublished until talks 

conclude. 

50.  a) Translate the following word combinations. 

under the auspices;  divastating war; peace settlement 

b) Complete the sentence  

An agreement between enemies to stop fighting or arguing for a short-time 

is… 

c) Choose the synonym to the underlined word. 

Fighting ceased after rebels announced a 48- hour cease fire. (declare; tell, 

whisper) 

d) Fill in the blank. Use the correct form.  

If she keeps on smoking like this she will be….her health (to beat, to ruin, to 

be ashamed ) 

e) Translate the sentence 

The latest attempt at negotiations broke down 

 

 

       

 


